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Abstract: The railway transport network is currently in a quite big expansion. Therefore, railway 

tracks are modernized and the attention is given also on the technical state of rail vehicles, which 

operate on them. However, it may happen that the wheel surface is damaged. One of the most 

common reasons of wheel damage is too much braking, which results to the wheel-flat formation. 

This article is focused on the evaluation of the influence of a rail vehicle running on the railway 

track, which a wheel is damaged by the wheel-flat. Investigation of these negative effects was 

performed by means of simulation computations. As evaluating parameters, values of the wheel 

force in the contact of the rail and wheel with a flat where observed. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the rail transport is increasingly used, mainly for the transport of large number of 

passengers or big amount of goods on longer distances [1]. However, this trend means also 

increasing number of transport means running on railway tracks and therefore even greater 

possibility of eventual failures [2]. Despite the fact that rail vehicles technical state is currently quite 

strict monitored and inspected [3,4], a damage of wheels surfaces can occur. 

There are several types of wheel damages as a results of surface and subsurface fatigue, heat 

(thermal fatigue), further also indentations, wear, etc. Except for these types of wheel defects we 

know also the wheel-flat defect. This type of railway wheel profile damage is formed by a locked 

wheel sliding on a rail during braking [5], while a part of the wheel becomes flattened. This defects 

causes high impact loads, which may results on one hand in cracking and noise and on the other 

hand in discomfort. Operation of a rail vehicle with such a damaged wheel leads to serious defects 
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of rail vehicles and tracks and increases the risk of train traffic safety. Due to these reasons we effort 

to detect and evaluate negative effects of rail vehicle running with wheel defects on a track [6]. 

2. Computational Modelling of a Rail Vehicle with the Wheel-flat 

Rail vehicles properties as a mechanical system can be designed, studied, evaluated and verified by 

means of experimental methods and measurements in real operation or in laboratories conditions 

using special equipment [7-9]. Another approach based on numerical methods allow to create 

virtual models of rail vehicle subsystems [10,11] or whole rail vehicle and even rail units and trains 

[12,13] in specialized software, which are able to analyze running properties of them sufficiently 

accurate and fairly quickly. 

In this work, we have focused on the evaluation of the influence of a rail vehicle running with 

the damaged wheel on a railway track using numerical calculation. In our research we have used the 

Simpack multibody software. In this computer tool several types of damaged wheels including the 

wheel flat is possible to model. 

The wheel-flat is usually modeled as a circumference chord of the length L. The depth of a flat 

we denote h (Fig. 1). Wheel-flat edges are singular points, where the curvature changes from the 

nominal wheel radius from R to ∞. If we consider the wheel geometry in accordance with Fig. 1, the 

length of the flat related to the wheel radius and the flat length is [14]: 

 
22 2 8L R h h R h        . (3) 

Wheel untrueness causes force changes in the wheel/rail contact and increase requirements for 

the wheel/contact calculation [15,16]. As we can see, the wheel-flat make the wheel radius no 

longer constant during calculation, but it varies in a flat location with the angle φ form the minimum 

value R – h up to the value R. 

 

Fig. 1 Geometry of the wheel-flat. Source: [14] 
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In our model the wheel-flat is described pointwise by means of a function. The angle φ is its 

independent value and it is defined in the interval 0,  2  . The radius derivation  r   is the 

dependent coordinate. 

As an investigated rail vehicle the coach equipped by two two-axle bogies was chosen. The 

suspension of this wagon is ensured by a primary and a secondary suspension. The virtual model of 

a coach forms a multibody system and from the mathematical point of view it is described by the 

known system of the equations of motion [17]. Its general matrix form is: 

      M x B x K x Q , (1) 

where M, B and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, x is the system of degrees 

of freedom displacements and x  and x  are their appertained derivations expressing velocities and 

accelerations, respectively. The right-hand side of the equation (1) represents the vector of loads. It 

is given by the contact forces vector FC and the external forces vectors FE according to following 

formula: 

 
C E
Q = F F . (2) 

Contact force terms and external forces result from track profiles, wheels and track 

irregularities, etc. [18]. 

3. Results of Simulation Computations 

Simulations of a coach running were conducted on a straight track model. Into the track model we 

have implemented also track irregularities. 

By reason that we have wanted to investigate influences of the rail vehicle operation with a 

damaged wheel in our specified operation conditions, we have chosen range of speeds from 

40 1km h  to 160 1km h . Analyses were recorded at corresponding sampling rates depending on 

speeds. Moreover we have evaluated also various damage ranges by defining the typical dimensions 

of the wheel-flat, i.e. the depth h and the resultant length L. The depth of the flat was considered 

from 1 mm to 2.5 mm. 

As the track load criteria waveforms of the vertical wheel force in a contact of the wheel with 

flat and rail were observed. We have recorded data for various speeds and flat dimensions in time. It 

means we have relatively large number of simulations of a rail vehicle running. Therefore, for the 

presentation of results we have chosen outputs in such a form, which visual illustrates monitored 

quantities in partial range. Furthermore, we have also statistically processed the vertical wheel 

forces outputs and we have created a cumulative graph to show results of them for all investigated 

speeds and flat dimensions. 
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Fig. 2 shows cumulative graph of waveforms of statistically unprocessed outputs of vertical 

wheel forces calculated in the contact of wheel with the flat and the rail. There are shown results for 

the coach speed of running of 80 1km h , for four depth of the flat h (1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 

2.5 mm) in relatively short time interval of 1.5 s. 

From this figure we can see, that the flat on a wheel causes significant additional load on a track. 

These impacts overload all elements of permanent way such rails, sleepers and ballast. 

 

Fig. 2 Unprocessed signal of outputs of forces between a wheel with flat and rail for speed of 

80 1km h , top down: h = 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm and 2.5 mm. Source: authors 

In case of rails, there is the damage of their profiles, which leads to significant changes in the 

wheel/rail contact. With this phenomenon the safety against derailment expressed as the lateral Y 

and vertical wheel forces Q ratio (Y/Q) [19] is closely related. As we can see (Fig. 2), during a 

wheel rotation values of the vertical wheel forces are periodically changing and when they are small, 

the Y/Q ration reach high values. It follows, that operation of a rail vehicle with damaged wheel is 

not safety. 
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Sleepers and ballast are other loaded elements of a track subjected to the increased load level. It 

leads to more often interventions of track maintenance. 

By statistical processing of results of vertical wheel forces we have obtained effective vertical 

wheel forces Qef which load a track. These outputs are entered into the cumulative graph, which 

shows investigated results for all range of running conditions (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Cumulative graph with outputs quantities. Source: authors 

Based on these results we can analyze running properties of the rail vehicle with the wheel-flat 

during operation. Generally we observe, the greatest load of the track is in case of coach running 

with the deepest flat (h = 2.5 mm) running at the highest speed (v = 160 1km h ). But, the 

dependence of the vertical wheel force on flat depth and on speed is not linear. 

As if it would be assumed, values of the vertical wheel force increase with the depth of flat 

direct proportionally. More interesting situation is in case of the comparison of the dependence of 

vertical wheel forces on the running speed of the coach. Notice that values Qef [kN] increase with 

the speed in the interval approx. from 90 1km h  to 150 1km h . But, at smaller speeds, approx. 

from 50 1km h  to 90 1km h , they are even smaller than at the speed of 40 1km h . 

This is the important finding, which proves the interesting phenomenon investigated and 

described in several works, e.g. [20]. They deal with the fact, that there is some range of speeds, in 

which the negative effects rail vehicle running with the wheel-flat utter least, and for speeds greater 

and even smaller than it negative effects are worse. 

As in our findings based on simulation computations values of vertical wheel forces of a rail 

vehicle with the wheel-flat reach great peaks (Fig. 2), which could cause in reality enormous load of 
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the track, future research in this field will be focused on the improvement of a computer model in 

such way to consider the realistic relatively quick wear of edges of the newly formed flat [21]. 

Further it will be needed to take into account also other irregularities of wheels. After this manner 

modified model will serve for simulations its running of a track whereby it is intended to compare 

results from simulations with experimental data.  

4. Conclusion 

This article dealt with the modeling, simulation and investigation running properties of a rail vehicle 

which has a damaged wheel by the flat. The wheel-flat is one of the most often defect of a wheel 

profile. It can cause various problems during the operation of such a rail vehicle. In addition to the 

impaired running ability of it, a track is subjected significantly increased additional load, which 

damages profiles of rails and rail profile. This implies the deteriorated safety of railway operation. 

Therefore there is necessary such situation investigate and predict in advance. In this work the 

message, procedure and same results were presented. 
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